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Abstract
In 1965, the Australian government and Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust (AETT) debated which
performing arts ensembles should represent Australia at the London Commonwealth Arts Festival.
The AETT proposed the newly formed Aboriginal Theatre, comprising songmakers, musicians, and
dancers from the Tiwi Islands, northeast Arnhem Land and the Daly River. The government
declined, and instead sent the Sydney Symphony Orchestra performing works by John Antill and
Peter Sculthorpe. In examining the historical context for these negotiations, I demonstrate the
direct relationship between the historical promotion of ‘Australianist’ art music composition
that claimed to represent Aboriginal culture, and the denial of the right of representation to
Aboriginal performers as owners of their musical traditions. Within the framing of Wolfe’s settler
colonial theory and ‘logic of elimination’, I suggest that appropriative Australian art music has
directly sought to replace performances of Aboriginal culture by Aboriginal people, even while
Aboriginal people have resisted replacement.

In 1965, Ian Hunter, the director-general of the London Commonwealth Arts Festival, trav-
elled throughout the Commonwealth to compile a programme showcasing performing and
visual arts from all corners of the former empire. Within six months, Hunter took more
than fifty flights, however, for the impresario, this was not mere talent scouting, but rather
international cultural diplomacy: ‘I was trying to discover what the different countries wanted
to send in order to create the best impression.’1 Australia would send the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Dean Dixon, Sir Bernard Heinze, and Joseph Post to give the first
concert at the Royal Festival Hall. The musical works to be presented at the festival included
John Antill’s Corroboree and Peter Sculthorpe’s Sun Music I.2 Representing itself to the
mother country, the Australian government was not concerned to present an affinity with
the other colonies whose Indigenous cultures would be represented at the festival. Instead,
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it aimed to put Australia’s achievements and cultural character in dialogue with English cre-
ative traditions. Indeed, it was orthodoxy, not distinctiveness, that preoccupied Australian
governments of the early 1960s.
In this article, I contextualize this decision by juxtaposing two music and dance events

presented to Sydney audiences in the lead up to the Commonwealth Arts Festival. The first
is the ballet suite Burragorang Dreamtime composed by John Antill and choreographed by
Beth Dean for the Pageant of Nationhood in March 1963. The second is the Aboriginal
Theatre toured by the Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust (AETT) in December 1963.
The Aboriginal Theatre was proposed by the AETT for the Commonwealth Festival, but
subsequently rejected. I suggest that there is a direct relationship between the promotion
of non-Indigenous composers as representatives of Australia’s cultural achievements,
the denial of that right of self-representation to Aboriginal composer/musicians, and
the foundation of an Australian musical style reliant on the very Indigenous traditions
that it repudiates.
This analysis follows Patrick Wolfe’s theorization of ‘the logic of elimination’ that charac-

terizes settler colonial nations where the colonizing forces have come to stay, with no plans for
withdrawal. As Wolfe and Lorenzo Veracini contend, in these settler colonial contexts ‘the
native repressed continues to structure settler-colonial society’ and ‘settler acquisition of enti-
tlement as indigenous’ corresponds to an ‘indigenous loss of entitlement as such’.3 In drawing
on Wolfe’s and Veracini’s framing, I am also sensitive to critiques of settler colonial theory.
Like Tim Rowse, I aim to recognize the ‘Indigenous heterogeneity’ that has arisen out of
Aboriginal people’s responses to settler colonial efforts at elimination as well as the ‘postco-
lonizing’ framework offered by Aileen Moreton-Robinson for understanding the processual
work of embodied indigeneity ‘that continues to unsettle white Australia’.4 Though the par-
ticular story I tell here is framed around entanglement of settler and Indigenous Australians, I
also acknowledge the potential suggested by Shino Konishi for Indigenous stories to be cel-
ebrated as ‘extra-colonial histories’.5

Notwithstanding the inventive and resilient responses of Indigenous musicians and com-
posers in Australia, the promotion of Australian art music composition has sought to replace
Aboriginal culture in direct ways, which remain unacknowledged in critical musicology. The
appropriative tradition made most famous by composers John Antill and Peter Sculthorpe
relied on representations of Aboriginal culture for its distinctiveness and cultural prestige,
even while the rightful proponents of those cultures were denied opportunities to perform
their own traditions and cultural innovations, and while their mobility was restricted by a
mix of policy and direct government intervention.

3 Patrick Wolfe, ‘Settler Colonialism and the Elimination of the Native’, Journal of Genocide Research 8/4 (2006), 390;

Lorenzo Veracini, The Settler Colonial Present (Houndsmill: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015), 70.

4 Tim Rowse, ‘Indigenous Heterogeneity’, Australian Historical Studies 45/3 (2014); Aileen Moreton-Robinson, White

Possessive: Property, Power, and Indigenous Sovereignty (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 2015), 17.

5 Shino Konishi, ‘First Nations Scholars, Settler Colonial Studies, and Indigenous History’, Australian Historical Studies
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Performing settler replacement: Antill and Dean’s ‘Aboriginal ballets’
It is no surprise that John Antill’s Corroboree should be one of the works chosen for the
Sydney Symphony Orchestra’s programme at the festival. Corroboree quickly became canon-
ical in conceptions of Australia’s emerging musical voice following its first performance by
visiting conductor Eugene Goossens in 1946. Using as the title a word from the Australian
Aboriginal Dharug language of the Sydney region signifying a gathering in music and
dance,6 Corroboree seemed to have realized the vision of music journalist, critic, and editor
Thorald Waters who, a decade earlier, had called for the Australian Broadcasting
Commission (ABC) to foster a ‘national creative style’.7 Waters’s article coincided with
Antill’s appointment to a position at the ABC and after the premiere of Corroboree, the
ABC supported Antill to study orchestration in London, promoting him to music supervisor
for New South Wales (NSW) on his return.8 In 1951, a full production of the ballet was real-
ized when Rex Reid was commissioned to choreographCorroboree, and it toured the nation as
part of the celebrations of the Jubilee of Australia’s Federation.9 New choreography was com-
missioned for Queen Elizabeth II’s 1954 visit, this time by American choreographer Beth
Dean, who had spent the preceding four years touring the nation with her Dances of the
World, establishing a reputation as an expert in Aboriginal dance.10 This 1954 Corroboree
production began a creative collaboration that would see Antill and Dean produce a number
of new ballets staged in Australia and abroad to represent Australia and its history and culture.
The collaborations of Antill and Dean are emblematic of how settler colonial replacement

of Aboriginal people was performed to the nation throughout the mid-century during
Australia’s Assimilation era.11 In the years leading up to the Commonwealth Festival, their
work had repeatedly been chosen to represent Australia to visiting monarchs. A set of two
ballets was commissioned for the visit of Princess Alexandra of Kent in 1959 – ‘Legend of
the Boomerang’ and ‘Legend of the Waratah’ presented as the suite Burragorang
Dreamtime. When Queen Elizabeth II made her second trip to Australia in 1963 to coincide

6 The Australian National Dictionary defines ‘corroboree’ as ‘An Aboriginal dance ceremony, of which song and rhyth-

mical musical accompaniment are an integral part, and which may be sacred and ritualized or secular, occasional, and

informal’ likely derived from the Dharug language, and appearing in early written records of the Sydney language.

www.australiannationaldictionary.com.au/oupnewindex1.php (accessed 22 February 2019).

7 David Symons, Before and after Corroboree: The Music of John Antill (Farmham: Ashgate), 47.

8 Harold Hort, ‘Antill, John Henry (1904–1986)’, Australian Dictionary of Biography, vol. 17 (Melbourne: Melbourne

University Press, 2007), http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/antill-john-henry-12145/text21761.

9 Attempts had been made to commission a ballet production at Sadler’s Wells in 1947, but this did not go ahead when

proposed choreographer Robert Helpmann reportedly decided he would need more background knowledge about the

complexities of the ballet before attempting it. ‘Aust. Music Will Go to England by New Process’, The Daily Telegraph,

17 June 1947, 7, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article248479584 (accessed 3 May 2019); Beth Dean and Victor Carell,

Gentle Genius: A Life of John Antill (Sydney: Akron Press, 1987), 100.

10 Amanda Harris, ‘Pan-Indigenous Encounter in the 1950s: “Ethnic Dancer” Beth Dean’, Australian Historical Studies

48/3 (2017).

11 See Anna Haebich, Spinning the Dream: Assimilation in Australia 1950–1970 (North Fremantle: Fremantle Press,

2007); Russell McGregor, Indifferent Inclusion: Aboriginal People and the Australian Nation (Canberra: Aboriginal

Studies Press, 2011).
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with celebrations of the 175th anniversary of British settlers’ arrival, the suite featured again in
a commemorative Pageant of Nationhood.12

The Pageant of Nationhood was staged at the Sydney Showground by the Arts Council of
NSW. Burragorang Dreamtime was intended to depict life before the invasion of settlers by
using ‘an Aboriginal concept about how the world began’ and preceded a re-enactment of
Caption Phillip’s landing onto the Dharawal Country of the Gweagal clan, and his greeting
by ‘aborigines’.13 The ballet was danced by an all non-Indigenous cast dressed in brown
body stockings adorned with white decorative paint. Beth Dean performed the lead role.
The script for the Pageant of Nationhood shows that this spectacle depicted Aboriginal occu-
pation of the continent as prehistory – a dreamtime that would recede as the outside world
encroached. Caption Phillip’s landing scene was prefaced by the following narration:

The Dreamtime of the aborigines is about to come to an end. The great Spirit heroes
fade into the dim past. The everyday poetry of the aborigine is soon to become in
fact – only a Dreamtime.

Out from the endless sea – out from the mists of the world appeared a new Spirit
image – the white man.14

As the ballet concluded, the actor (Peter Potok) playing Governor Phillip emerged. Dancers
from the ensemble who had just completed the ballet played the role of Aboriginal people
confronting, and ultimately retreating from, the invading British (Figure 1).
Not only did the placement of Burragorang Dreamtime in the Pageant of Nationhood’s nar-

rative enact an attempt at replacement, so too were the residents of the Burragorang Valley
being displaced through the march of nationhood. The ballet’s narrative was drawn from a
Gundungurra story about the birth of the first waratah flower – a symbol appropriated as
the official state flower for New South Wales.15 In 1960, the Burragorang Valley, west of
Sydney, where the ballets’ legends of the Waratah and Boomerang originated, was flooded
to create the Warragamba Dam – the major drinking water supply for the Sydney region.
As the NSWAboriginal Welfare Board’s magazine Dawn exclaimed:

There is no help for it. The Valley’s fate was written on the day when Phillip founded
his city on Sydney Cove. Burragorang is only 60 miles away from Sydney’s heart; its
vast catchment area (3,383 square miles) makes it the most eminently suitable per-
manent storage for the city’s water supply. It now must die.16

12 The ballets would later be filmed for television broadcast on 22 January 1965 on ABC TV as Dreaming Time Legends,

following the Governor General’s Australia Day speech – the broadcast also included another of their collaborative ballets

G’day Digger. NFSA item number 371018, research copy obtained from ABC Archives: Accession number 165621.

13 Dean and Carell, Gentle Genius, 160.

14 Subject File: ‘Pageant of Nationhood’ 1963–1964, Beth Dean and Victor Carell Papers, MLMSS 7804/22/5, State

Library of NSW, Sydney.

15 Souvenir Programme Sydney Welcomes HRH Princess Alexandra of Kent, 11 September 1959. John Antill

EPHEMERA Prompt Collection, National Library of Australia, Canberra.

16 ‘This Valley Must Die!’, Dawn, August 1953, 16–17.
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By the mid-1950s, all residents, Aboriginal and non-Indigenous, had been relocated out of
the area that the Gundungurra people had populated for thousands of years.17 Dean and
Antill’s Burragorang ballets had first been performed on 11 September 1959, before the valley
was flooded, but after people had been ejected.18

Rather than engaging with the displacement of Aboriginal people, artists such as Dean and
Carell responded to these events by romanticizing stories of erasure into representative per-
formances, in which the replacement of Aboriginal people by the settler colony was
re-enacted, and in which performing cultures were also literally replaced. Instead of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander dancers performing a corroboree for the Queen, as
occurred in towns as varied as Wagga Wagga, Toowoomba, Townsville, Cairns and
Whyalla during both the 1954 and 1963 visits, Dean and the dancers and Antill and the
orchestral musicians performed Aboriginality with little regard for the continuing existence

Figure 1 Still from Pageant of Nationhood: Australia’s 175th Anniversary: New South Wales Celebration.
From National Film and Sound Archive, Title: 56886.

17 Jim Smith, ‘Aboriginal Voters in the Burragorang Valley, NSW, 1869–1953’, Journal of the Royal Australian Historical

Society 98/2 (2012), 189; ‘DOOMED VALLEY’, The Sun-Herald, 19 December 1954, 24, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-

article12639597 (accessed 10 October 2018); see also Fox Movietone ‘36 Million Pds Dam Goes into Service:

Warragamba’, 20 October 1961, title number: 129646, National Film and Sound Archive, Canberra.

18 Programme for this performance at the Royal Agricultural Society Showground in Sydney held in John Antill

EPHEMERA Prompt, National Library of Australia, Canberra.
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of Aboriginal performers attempting to find new contexts for representing their own music
and dance at home and overseas.19

The Pageant of Nationhood production received a lukewarm review in which the Sydney
Morning Herald’s music critic Roger Covell suggested that it was successful overall, even if
it ‘went on a little too long’, if the aboriginal ballet scenes were ‘inevitably disjointed’ and
if on the whole it was ‘diffuse and often pointless’.20 Indeed, though none of Antill’s subse-
quent works attained the level of praise and widespread appreciation with which Corroboree
had been greeted, Antill received frequent new commissions throughout the 1950s and 1960s,
especially when the state sought a representation of Australian culture. Covell comments that
Antill was ‘a kind of musician-laureate for state occasions’.21 In interviews for Dean and
Carell’s biography, Antill recalled that:

after Corroboree everybody thought of me as a ballet writer. Many stories and com-
missions came my way. Ballet seemed to be the thing expected of me and it kept
pushing the symphonic works into the background. I had been a symphonic man
all my life.22

In David Symons’s musical biography of Antill, he notes that the 1961 Black Opalmarked the
end of Antill’s new works on Aboriginal themes. The choreographer of the ballet, Dawn Swane
reportedly asserted that Antill was reluctant about this project for fear of being typecast as a com-
poser of ‘Aborigiana’.23 By contrast, Aboriginal-themed ballet remained central to Beth Dean’s
professional profile after early praise of her 1950Dances of theWorld productions marked it out
as her specialty. Dean continued to pursue opportunities to choreograph ‘Aboriginal ballets’
beyond the early 1960s, though these were no longer collaborations with Antill.24

19 These self-representations were numerous throughout the assimilation period, most famously in performances such as

the 1951 Melbourne Jubilee festival’s Aboriginal Moomba ‘Out of the Dark’ organized by Bill Onus and Pastor Doug

Nicholls and touring shows by Aboriginal gumleaf bands throughout the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s. See Amanda Harris,

Representing Aboriginal Music and Dance 1930–1970, Bloomsbury Publishing (forthcoming 2020). For corroborees

for the Queen, see ‘Bagot Natives Corroboree’, Northern Standard, 18 March 1954, 6, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-

article49483308; ‘Queen Excited at Boomerang Throwing’, Morning Bulletin, 15 February 1954, 1, http://nla.gov.au/

nla.news-article57283365; ‘Only Eleven Days to Go, then Starts’, The Courier-Mail, 23 January 1954, 2, http://nla.

gov.au/nla.news-article50580435 (accessed 8 May 2019).

20 Initial comments in review: Roger Covell, ‘Aboriginal Theatre’, Sydney Morning Herald, 4 March 1963; ‘diffuse and

pointless’ comes from Roger Covell, Australia’s Music: Themes of a New Society (Melbourne: Sun Books, 1967), 57.

Also quoted in David Symons. ‘Corroboree and After: John Antill as a “One-Work Composer”?’, Musicology

Australia 34/1 (2012).

21 Covell, Australia’s Music, 155. Antill was commissioned to compose the soundtrack for another commemorative piece

in 1963 – a film The Land that Waited, broadcast on the ABC on 26 January 1963, which tells a story of British dom-

inance of the Australian landscape. Drought Productions, ‘The Land thatWaited’, 1963, Title No: 43839, National Film

and Sound Archive, Canberra. See also Dean and Carell, Gentle Genius, 159–60, and ‘Settlement of Australia’, The

Canberra Times, 26 January 1963, 16, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article104257317.

22 Dean and Carell, Gentle Genius, 163; Also quoted in Symons, Before and after Corroboree, 127.

23 Symons, Before and after Corroboree, 108.

24 For example, Dean’s 1968 ballet Kukaitcha used a soundtrack of song recordings from northeast Arnhem Land

obtained from ethnomusicologist Alice Moyle, though the title and the ballet’s story were derived from Spencer
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The Pageant of Nationhood ballets that seemed so disjointed to Covell imagined the key
legends of Australia’s nationhood – an Aboriginal past, and a modern, non-Indigenous pre-
sent. Unlike other re-enactment events that brought Aboriginal people into the nation’s cap-
itals from elsewhere (sometimes under duress), Dean and Antill represented this Aboriginal
past without any involvement of Aboriginal people at all, a practice they had each repeated
since 1946 (Antill) and 1950 (Dean) in numerous productions.
Later in the commemorative year of the Pageant of Nationhood, in December 1963, Antill

andDean attended the performances of the Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust’sAboriginal
Theatre. According to Dean, the impact of this on Antill was profound:

This was far different from anything Antill had seen before. It was not the rather
impromptu ‘tourist version’ by Aborigines who had not been living a tribal life for
many years, sometimes generations, as they survived on the outskirts of towns.
John was thrilled. One may wonder what Antill might have done if he had experi-
enced this kind of Aboriginal music in his early days, rather than on his 60th
birthday.25

To follow Dean’s line of enquiry, we might wonder whether the Pageant of Nationhoodwould
have proceeded along the same narrative line of replacement of Aboriginal people by the new
arrivals, had the Aboriginal Theatre toured in December 1962 rather than 1963.

‘Among the greater innovations in world theatre’: the AETT’s Aboriginal Theatre
The Aboriginal Theatre, a new production by the Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust, was
toured to capacity audiences in a two-week run at Newtown’s Elizabethan Theatre in Sydney
with one-week at St Kilda’s Palais Theatre, Melbourne in December 1963. Each night’s show
began with a fire-making performance, in which the audience saw a darkened stage gradually
illuminate with sparks and fire and the smell of burning leaves, created by Frank Artu Dumoo,
Skipper Anggilidji, and Barney Munggin. The performers, who had travelled down from the
Daly Region of the Northern Territory, from Yirrkala in northeast Arnhem Land and from
the Tiwi Islands, then presented a series of works devised by each group.26 The danced per-
formances were alternated with solo didjeridu performances, though publicity materials
depicted a quartet of didjeridus (Figure 2).

and Gillen’s account of Central Australian Arrernte (Aranda) culture. Subject file: ‘Kukaitcha. Technical Papers,

Letters etc.’, 1967–1969 Technical Papers, MLMSS 7804/19/6, State Library of NSW, Sydney.

25 Dean and Carell, Gentle Genius, 162.

26 The songmakers, musicans and dancers in this ensemble included: (from Daly River) Frank Artu Dumoo, Barney

Munggin, Skipper Anggilidji, Sugar Garbat, Margaret Didji; (from Yirrkala) Narritjan, Mau, Deimbalibu, Warrini,

Darqual, Dungala, Mungalili, Barngil, Yangarin, Junmal Djergujergu, Mulun, Dulainga, Bokara, Garmali, Riki, Roy

Dadayna, Wadaymu, Dundiwoi, Jayila; (from Bathurst Island) Christopher Tipungwuti, Bennie Tipungwuti,

Valentine Pauitjimi, Daniel Pauitjimi, Barry Puruntatameri, Noel Pauntalura, Declan Napuatimi, Conrad Paul

Tipingwuti, Freddie Puruntatameri, Matthew Woneamini, Eddie Puruntatameri, Walter Kerinaiua, Hector

Tipungwuti, Felxi Kantilla, Raphael Napuatimi, Justin Puruntatameri, Timothy Polipuamini. Press Release: 45

Aborigines to arrive on Sunday for Sydney Presentation, 28 November 1963, Box 51, Folder 66/1 (Administration)

Aboriginal Theatre & Exhibition, Records of the Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust, MS 5908, National Library

of Australia, Canberra.
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The origins of the Aboriginal Theatre can be found in music composed, practised, and per-
formed by ancestors of the performers for thousands of years in continuous but also vibrant
and changing traditions across the extremities of the north of the Australian continent. Some
of these performance traditions came to wider public attention in the North Australian
Eisteddfod, begun in 1957 and including, from the early 1960s, the categories didjeridu
solo with singing sticks accompaniment, Aboriginal interpretative group and solo dance,
and didjeridu and songmen duet. The Aboriginal performances in the eisteddfod were
quickly recognized as some of the highest quality and most interesting of the event. In July
1963, the AETT’s executive director, Stefan Haag, travelled to Darwin to view the
Aboriginal performing arts categories. In consultation with Harry Giese, Northern
Territory (NT) director of welfare, and Ted Evans, chief welfare officer, groups of performers
were chosen from the three communities.27

Subsequently, logistics and planning for the tour occurred through a series of negotiations
between Haag, for the AETT, and Giese and Evans, for the NT Administration. That the NT
Administration was the intermediary for sourcing performers for the Aboriginal Theatre is

Figure 2 Publicity shot for the Aboriginal Theatre – performers depicted are likely Garmali, Rikin,
Yangarin and Bokara, ‘Didgeridoo players of the Aboriginal theatre: Australian Elizabethan Theatre
Trust’, A1200, L46022, National Archives of Australia.

27 Tape 3, Side A, E. C. Evans Oral History, recorded in 1982, NTRS 219, Northern Territory Archives, Darwin.
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indicative of the reach of the welfare regime in managing the lives of Aboriginal people at this
time. This is particularly evident in the AETT’s rebuffing of approaches that circumvented
this established framework. At least one direct approach was made to Stefan Haag by Sam
Passi, chairman of council, Murray Island, Torres Strait, who sought to promote the dances
of his own community as suitable for theAboriginal Theatre.28 Haag seems to have been unre-
ceptive to the direct line to the performers that Passi offered, preferring his established rela-
tionship with NTWelfare Officers.29 It is certain that unsolicited offers were often rejected by
the AETT, but these particular rejections also seem to indicate the structural confines within
which Aboriginal dance and music was supported by the AETT in the 1960s.
The Aboriginal Theatre’s programme and publicity materials give some indication of how

the season was pitched to the Australian public. Though the performers ranged in age from
teenagers to men in their sixties, the programme asserted that the Aboriginal Theatre would
present the ‘oldest Australians’. Yet the Aboriginal Theatre aimed also to innovate – the pro-
gramme asserted that allowing audiences to experience ‘the fantasy and nobility of the age-old
aboriginal spirit, places it among the greater innovations in world theatre in 1963’. Of the
hundreds of ensembles and productions being supported by the AETT and overseen by
Haag, the Aboriginal Theatre seems to have been one of his pet projects, and Haag would
attempt to revive the idea to tour the Aboriginal Theatre in Australia and abroad repeatedly
in subsequent years. The minutes of an AETT board meeting in 1964 show that members dis-
cussed whether the show should be altered to be more theatrical and less ‘anthropological’.
Stefan Haag argued that the theatricality of the work could be enhanced without compromis-
ing the ‘authenticity’ of the performances.30

The shows aimed simultaneously to engage those interested in Aboriginal performance
from an ethnographic and/or historical perspective and those creating and producing new
works of modern dance, music and visual art on Australian stages. In the 1940s, 1950s and
1960s, anthropologists frequently acted as cultural brokers between performers, the arts sec-
tor, and the media. The list of invited VIPs for the Aboriginal Theatre’s Sydney performances
included a range of university and museum anthropologists and academics, including
Frederick McCarthy from the Australian Museum, A. P. Elkin, Alice Moyle, Arthur Capell,
and William Geddes from the University of Sydney, among a shorter list of prominent indi-
viduals from the arts sector including dance critic and choreographer Beth Dean, New South
Wales Conservatorium of Music’s director Sir Bernard Heinze, Arts Council of Australia
president Dorothy Helmrich, and visual artist Russell Drysdale, alongside government

28 Sam Passi to Stefan Haag, 11 October 1964, Divider – Aboriginal Theatre, Box 46, Folder 65/12, Records of Australian

Elizabethan Theatre Trust MS 5908, National Library of Australia, Canberra.

29 Indeed, Haag seems to have been even less inclined to consider Passi’s proposal than the proposal of Wolfgang Laade

(of the Native Affairs Branch on Thursday Island) who had proposed a group of Torres Strait Islanders to Haag inMay

1964; Stefan Haag to Sam Passi, 12 January 1965, and Stefan Haag to Wolfgang Larde, 23 July 1964, Divider –

Aboriginal Theatre, Box 46, Folder 65/12, Records of Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust MS 5908, National

Library of Australia, Canberra.

30 Minutes of the meeting of the board of directors of the AETT 20 January 1964, folder ‘Central Administration

Meetings’, Box 91, Records of Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust MS 5908, National Library of Australia, Canberra.
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ministers including the chief secretary and minister for tourism (also responsible for
Aboriginal welfare in NSW) the Honourable C. A. Kelly. Several of the invited anthropolo-
gists, including Australia’s most prominent anthropologist and expert on Aboriginal cultures
at this time, A. P. Elkin, not only attended, but wrote to Stefan Haag in praise of the perfor-
mance in the days afterwards.
Artistically, most agreed that the show was a great success, even if it posed financial chal-

lenges for the AETT.31 Haag had championed the project, not only as an early initiative in his
role as executive director of the AETT, but also as artistic director of the show itself (he was
criticized from some quarters for trying to juggle both roles).32 Looking at footage and listen-
ing to recordings of the Aboriginal Theatre today, family and community relatives of some of
the performers agree that the dances and songs performed were done properly – even if the
Tiwi mourning songs were being publicly demonstrated instead of ritually performed for a
particular recently deceased person. As senior Tiwi woman Jacinta Tipungwuti told me
while listening to a recording of the Tiwi songs in the 1963 shows, ‘they had that strong cul-
ture! And they left that for us . . . generation to generation’.33

Though the AETT Board’s characterization of the performances as ‘anthropological’ sug-
gests a reluctance to regard Aboriginal performing arts as ‘modern’, this was not necessarily
how the work was received by Sydney and Melbourne audiences, and by critics embedded in
the music and dance scene. The Sydney Morning Herald’s music critic Roger Covell, who, a
few years later, wrote the field-defining book for contemporary Australian western art music –
Australia’s Music – reviewed the 1963 shows:

The unique entertainment that brought authentic music, dancing and mime from
the great artistic traditions of the Australian aborigines to the stage of the
Elizabethan Theatre, Newtown . . . and brought them in the person of the inheritors
of these traditions: the aborigines themselves. . .

It is hard to know which to admire more: the untroubled assurance, the truly profes-
sional aplomb, with which these 45 artists have transplanted their ceremonies from

31 In part the financial failure seems to have been the lack of international interest in a film made of the Aboriginal

Theatre, which left the AETT unable to recoup their investment. Stefan Haag to Harry Giese, 1 March 1965,

Divider – Aboriginal Theatre, Box 46, Folder 65/12, Records of Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust MS 5908,

National Library of Australia, Canberra.

32 In a review of the Aboriginal Theatre but also criticism of the AETT’s late withdrawal of Henry V from Perth Festival,

A. K. Stout wrote ‘An organisation like the Trust should have one administrative boss and one only. Its Executive

Director should be able to give his whole time to forming and supervising the broad policies of the Trust and not

get caught up in theatrical production.’ A. K. Stout, ‘Australian Theatre’, The Australian Quarterly 36/1 (1964), 122.

33 Interview with Jacinta Tipungwuti and others on 16 March 2019, Sydney while listening to audio recordings ‘Songs

and dances from Bathurst Island, Yirrkala and Daly River performed at the Aboriginal Theatre in Sydney in 1963’,

ELIZABETHAN_01, Australian Institute for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS), Canberra.

Quoted with permission. The performers’ agency over the music and dance performed is also reinforced by former

Patrol Officer Bill Gray who was present at rehearsals of the Yolngu performers in Yirrkala and later rehearsals in

Bagot Community in Darwin before the performers travelled south. Interview with Bill Gray on 1 December 2016,

Canberra.
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the bare earth arenas of their tribal grounds to a spotlit city theatre, or the sympa-
thetic integrity with which Stefan Haag has put the resources of Western stagecraft
at their disposal. . .

There is no need to pretend that this is an equivalent of any other kind of theatre.
This is an experience to tell your grandchildren about.34

Covell’s reaction to the Aboriginal Theatre, which contained a certain revelatory sense of
having discovered something that one had not known was there, is replicated in some of
the correspondence sent to AETT’s director Stefan Haag, congratulating him on the produc-
tion. Like Covell, audiences seemed suddenly to recognize the Aboriginal Theatre’s perfor-
mances as, in fact, not old Australians at all, not re-enactments of a culture that existed
before Captain Cook’s visit, which was now gone, but rather, vital, living, and continually
transforming culture.
Beth Dean (choreographer of Burragorang Dreamtime) in her role asDaily Telegraph dance

critic also praised the professionalism and intensity of the performers in her review of the
event, adding that the show was ‘strong, exciting and intensely interesting fare. Everyone
should see it’. Dean also claimed that the performance did not live up to some of those she
and her husband had witnessed on Country (during their visits to Aboriginal communities
in Australia’s north). Though she had built a career on performing Aboriginal dances in
the theatre of the ‘white man’, she characterized the Aboriginal dancers’ efforts to do so as
lacking the authenticity of a fireside performance:

If the performance lost anything last night, and it did, it was that the Aborigine could
not be stimulated by his own environment, challenged by his own competition as he
dances around the fire at night . . .The Aborigine last night could not be free to give
his best in the narrow, tradition-bound, proscenium-arched theatre of the white
man.35

Philosopher, public intellectual and sometime theatre reviewer Alan Ker Stout found him-
self surprised by the show, which he had approached with low expectations.36 Stout was
impressed enough to recommend that the Aboriginal Theatre would be an appropriate tour-
ing show to represent Australia overseas:

The success of this whole presentation suggests that in it the Trust may have discov-
ered a dramatic experience that is both uniquely Australian and exportable. It speaks
a universal language and has a universal appeal. Since it survived unharmed the

34 R. C. [Roger Covell] ‘Aboriginal Theatre’ [Review], Sydney Morning Herald, 6 December 1963.

35 Beth Dean, ‘Aboriginal Theatre: An Insight into Native World’, Daily Telegraph, 6 December 1963. Clippings in

Aboriginal Theatre Foundation 1963–1983, Harry Christian Giese Collection, 15-036-005, Arafura Research

Archive, Charles Darwin University, Darwin. For further discussion of how Beth Dean positioned herself as an expert

on the authenticity of Aboriginal dance, see Harris, ‘Pan-Indigenous Encounter’.

36 Philip Gissing, ‘Stout, Alan Ker (1900–1983)’, Australian Dictionary of Biography, vol. 18 (Melbourne: Melbourne

University Press, 2012), http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/stout-alan-ker-15921/text27122 (accessed 22 February 2019).
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drastic move from the scrub of Arnhem Land to the theatre stage of Melbourne and
Sydney, what is to prevent its further transplantation to London, Vienna or Paris.37

Indeed, Stout was not the only one to imagine that the Aboriginal Theatre could represent
Australian culture internationally, and opportunities would soon arise. In 1965, the AETT
proposed the Aboriginal Theatre as a potential representation of Australian culture on the
programme of the Commonwealth Festival in London. To Haag’s disappointment, this pro-
posal was rejected.
This was not Haag’s first attempt to facilitate an international tour; a US tour by American

promoter Sol Hurok proposed for November–December 1965 did not go ahead out of con-
cern for how the Aboriginal performers would cope with winters in the United States, as Ted
Evans wrote to Stefan Haag:

Permission for this company to leave Australia must be obtained from the
Department of Native Affairs.

As you know they are one of the most primitive people on earth added to which they
are used to a year round temperature of 90°F therefore there may be some opposition
to their leaving the country for the colder northern climate.38

In decision making about the London Commonwealth Festival, the ‘welfare’ of the per-
formers was, however, not the keymotivator. Rather this was a question of Australia’s national
identity on an international stage. Specifically, the decision was about showing the
Commonwealth how Australia had developed its own voice in European genres. As Stefan
Haag related to Ted Evans:

government circles have expressed the doubtful wisdom of the aborigines being the
major contribution to the Commonwealth Festival in that it would tend to suggest
that there is no cultural achievement in Australia other than the indigenous one of
the aborigines. Hence it was felt that initially at least preference should be given to
orchestras and theatrical companies. A defensible point of view I think even though
you and I and many others will be disappointed.39

A range of cultural anxieties can be read in this statement, along with an eagerness to pre-
sent a unified Australian identity, and one that mapped onto a European performance
medium. Other settler colonies shared these preoccupations. New Zealand would send to
the Commonwealth Festival the Christchurch Harmonic Choir of fifty voices, who would
sing inWestminster Cathedral, while Canadawould send French-speaking theatre companies
and English-language ballet. Like Australian composers, Canadians had also developed rep-
resentations of their First Nations traditions that appropriated culture while excluding

37 Stout, ‘Australian Theatre’, 122.

38 Ted Evans to Stefan Haag, 12 November 1964, Divider – Aboriginal Theatre, Box 46, Folder 65/12, Records of

Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust MS 5908, National Library of Australia, Canberra.

39 Stefan Haag to Ted Evans 22 September 1964, Divider – Aboriginal Theatre, Box 46, Folder 65/12, Records of

Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust MS 5908, National Library of Australia, Canberra.
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Indigenous people. Radhika Natarajan suggests that Canada’s Commonwealth Festival offer-
ing ‘affirmed the availability of First Nations and Inuit artistic production for white appropri-
ation and excluded Canada’s European immigrants and “visible minorities”, Asian and
African ancestors, from the performance of Canadian nationalism’.40

By contrast, colonies from which British colonizers had withdrawn but which still
remained part of the Commonwealth took the opportunity to demonstrate the individuality
of their creative talents at the festival – Pakistan would send the Khattak dancers, India its
finest classical musicians led by Ravi Shankar as well as Kathakali dancers, Kenya would
send the Embu Drummers, Ghana an orchestra of xylophones, flutes, and drums.41 In
total, 1200 performers travelled to England and the event ran for three weeks in a festival
of multi-culturalism that Natarajan has characterized as ‘postimperial reengagement . . .
that promised aesthetic equality through the acceptance of difference’.42 Natarajan notes
that in Britain, this embrace of cultural diversity sat uneasily alongside imperial nostalgia,
but in Australia and in its representations at the festival, the possibility of multiculturalism
was unrealized amidst anxiety about its cultural achievements.
In another international event in 1965, this time on Australian soil, the AETT’s proposal

for the Aboriginal Theatre to represent Australia had met with reluctant approval, this time
alongside cultures of the greater Asia-Pacific region as part of the Pageant of Asia during
the Sydney Trade Fair in 1965, rather than the British Commonwealth. But even then govern-
ment reservations were tabled. H. Neil Truscott wrote for the Department of External Affairs:

there is a vast gap between the sophisticated songs and dances of the Asian peoples
and those of the aborigines and Papuans, which, though of some merit and consid-
erable interest, are primitive by comparison.43

The kinds of Aboriginal dances selected for the Pageant of Asia reflected the scale of its
production space, as Haag wrote to Giese: ‘the decorations of the desert tribes with stuck
on feathers and high-peaked head dresses would, in my opinion, stand much more chance
of getting across at such a distance’.44 The show also featured several performers who
would go on to prominent performing and recording careers in Australia and overseas,
including David Blanasi and Djoli Laiwanga.45

40 Radhika Natarajan, ‘Performing Multiculturalism: The Commonwealth Arts Festival of 1965’, Journal of British

Studies 53/3 (2014), 723.

41 Hunter, ‘The Commonwealth Arts Festival’, 608–9.

42 Natarajan has also pointed to the choice of classical (in genres already known outside of India) rather than contem-

porary traditions to represent India as attempts to minimize the politics of the past. Natarajan, ‘Performing

Multiculturalism’, 706, 717.

43 H. Neil Truscott (for the Secretary, Department of External Affairs, Canberra) to Stefan Haag, 4 August 1965, Divider –

Aust. Aborigines, Box 58, 66/18, Records of Australian Elizabethan Theatre TrustMS 5908, National Library of Australia,

Canberra.

44 Stefan Haag to H. C. Giese, 17 June 1965, Divider – Aboriginal Theatre, Box 46, Folder 65/12, Records of Australian

Elizabethan Theatre Trust MS 5908, National Library of Australia.

45 The full list of performers was Djoli Laiwanga, Paddy Pamagore, LesMerikula,WilliwMaljina, JimmyBalk Balk, David

Blanasi, TommyWuki Wuki, William Kulangoo, Jimmy Yupawanga, Dick Lingabani, Mick Yiribuma, Billy Lukanau,
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While for the Commonwealth Festival the performers of the Aboriginal Theatre were not
deemed sufficiently representative of Australian culture, their artworks were. Collector
Dorothy Bennett took what Harry Giese described as ‘a comprehensive exhibition of
Aboriginal bark paintings and artifacts to the Festival’.46 The Australian Government’s con-
cern about allowing living Aboriginal performers to stand for Australian culture evidently did
not apply to disembodied art objects. The Bennett-Campbell Trust bark paintings were pre-
sented alongside those by non-Indigenous Australian painters Russell Drysdale and William
Dobell. Paintings could not speak and give interviews about conditions in Australia in theway
members of the Aboriginal Theatre might have been able to, especially those Yolngu artists
who had recently used their paintings as political capital to protest Bauxite mining through
the Yirrkala bark petitions of 1963.47 Signatory to the petition Narritjin Maymuru’s paintings
had graced the Aboriginal Theatre’s programme cover, and he performed in the ensemble’s
1963 Melbourne and Sydney shows.
The inclusion of paintings but exclusion of live performers also demonstrates that resources

to promote and support Aboriginal cultural practice were directly in competition with
resources to exhibit European performance genres by non-Indigenous people. The 1965
Commonwealth Festival programming highlights this opposition poignantly in its selection
of a representation of Australian culture that drew on notions of Aboriginality in Antill’s
Corroboree, and in the championing of Sculthorpe who would later go on to capitalize on
this appetite for representation of Aboriginality devoid of Aboriginal people. By presenting
orchestral compositions by non-Indigenous composers that represented a notion of
Aboriginality in 1965, Australia could demonstrate its cultural achievement as distinct
from Britain, but also as not only ‘the indigenous one’, differentiating itself from other
British colonies in the Commonwealth whose native traditions had not been successfully
replaced by hybridized European ones.
Representing itself to international audiences, the Australian government, through its

choices of performing and visual arts actioned by its cultural bodies, sought to maintain a
narrative of Aboriginal people as something old and past, not modern and continually trans-
forming. Tangible, but static artworks were sent overseas – works standing in for the artists
who had created them – but live performers were excluded from events such as the
Commonwealth Festival in favour of non-Indigenous composers and performers who
would represent Australia as a culture in dialogue with European modernity.

Jackie Lidju-Unga, John Yeinidi-Wanga, Roger Madaingu, Silver Laiwanga, George Manyita, Peter Manaberu, Johnny

Wurungu and AllanMaralung. Programme: ‘Pageant of Asia Spectacular’, Sydney 1965, National Library of Australia,

Canberra.

46 H. C. Giese to Mr W. A. Judges (Reserve Bank of Australia) 9 July 1964, Box 46, Folder 65/12, Divider – Aboriginal

Theatre, Records of Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust MS 5908, National Library of Australia, Canberra.

47 Maryrose Casey proposes that the Aboriginal Theatre’s Sydney and Melbourne tour may have been contrived in order

to distract media and public attention from the controversy over bauxite mining rights. Maryrose Casey, ‘Performing

for Aboriginal Life and Culture: Aboriginal Theatre and Ngurrumilmarrmiriyu’, Australasian Drama Studies 59

(2011), 59.
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Australianist art music and reckoning with the past
The works performed by the Sydney Symphony Orchestra in the 1965 London
Commonwealth Festival remain significant in conceptions of Australia’s art music history.
Antill’s Corroboree had premiered almost twenty years earlier, and Peter Sculthorpe would
soon become Australia’s most prominent national composer, with a reputation based on
his creation of what some listeners think of as a uniquely Australian style. This evocative
Australian style was characterized by techniques such as the use of Aboriginal song material,
and of string instruments to imitate Australian birdsong. Sun Music I drew on Japanese Noh
theatre traditions, rather than Australian ones, but in its integration of Japanese music into a
European Classical format, its use of experimental notation and repetitive rhythms, the work
was deemed to represent an emergent Australian cultural identity in a way that theAboriginal
Theatre’s performances did not.
Though SunMusic I does not draw on Aboriginal music, in the early 1960s Sculthorpe was

exploring ways to incorporate the sounds of Australia’s First People into his compositions.
Correspondence between Sculthorpe and ethnomusicologist Alice Moyle in 1963 indicates
his attempts to procure ‘recorded didjeridu and bullroarer sounds as “background” to
some film music’ he had recently composed (The Fifth Continent 1963).48 In her reply,
Moyle pointed out to Sculthorpe that the Australian bullroarer would be unsuitable given
it was only used in ‘rare and secret ceremonies’, and so had seldom been recorded; she sug-
gested he source commercial recordings of bullroarers from Papua New Guinea. Moyle then
described a range of different didjeridu styles that could be relevant, depending on themusical
context. In a revealing sign off, Moyle offered to discuss Aboriginal music further with
Sculthorpe:

Whenever you come to Sydney I shall be glad to demonstrate to you the stylistic dif-
ferences in Aboriginal music. And speaking for the few – very few – who are now
engaged in probing into this strange and complex music I can only say that it is
time Australian musicians themselves began to treat it with more knowledge and dis-
crimination. Unless they do, the ABC will not.49

Despite Moyle’s invitation to a greater intimacy with the intricacies of Aboriginal musical
style, Sculthorpe’s use of melodic material from song recordings developed as formulaic
rather than nuanced. Indeed, his response suggested he was not interested in the specifics,
rather that the sounds were ‘merely to establish certain moods, & not illustrative in any
way’.50 A few key melodies derived from transcriptions or audio recordings of Aboriginal
song were used as the basis of numerous compositions across Sculthorpe’s career. Most fre-
quently featured were two melodies, djilili (whistling duck) recorded by Elkin in Arnhem
Land in 194951 and used (in some cases repeatedly in new arrangements for different

48 Alice Moyle to Peter Sculthorpe, 26 June 1963, Alice Moyle Collection, MS 3501, AIATSIS, Canberra.

49 Alice Moyle to Peter Sculthorpe, 26 June 1963.

50 Peter Sculthorpe to Alice Moyle, 2 July 1963, Alice Moyle Collection, MS 3501, AIATSIS, Canberra.

51 The melody, part of Maraian ceremonies in central Arnhem Land, was called djilili and recorded by Elkin at Mainoru

in 1949, although Sculthorpe later stated that it was djilile recorded in the late 1950s. The spelling is restored byMichael
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instrumental combinations) in Sculthorpe’s Port Essington (1974, 1977), Dua Chant (1978),
Djilile (1986, 1990, 1995, 1996, 2000, 2001, 2003, 2008), and Kakadu (1988), and the
‘Maranoa Lullaby’ from the 1937 Australian Aboriginal Songs published by Loam and
Lethbridge, used by Sculthorpe in Two Aboriginal Songs (1949), Into the Dreaming/For
Cello Alone (1993, 1994, 1998), Maranoa Lullaby (1996, 2007, 2012), Lullaby (2003), and
Requiem (2004).52

Like many other composers including Alfred Hill, and later Ross Edwards, Sculthorpe’s
representation of Aboriginality tended towards the atmospheric, rather than the specific or
the attentive to regional difference or formal structure. In an echo ofMoyle’s sentiments thirty
years earlier, ethnomusicologist Catherine Ellis suggested in 1991 that

Very few composers have taken the trouble to examine the structural intricacies of
Aboriginal music. They have preferred to look at the superficialities: a descending
melody, a regularly repeated stick beat, a didjeridu-like sound.53

Indeed, treating Aboriginal music with knowledge and discrimination, let alone a collab-
orative approach, has been something art music composers have come to very late, with a
few recent examples suggesting a belated change of direction.54

Sculthorpe’s star continued to rise throughout the 1960s and 1970s and he retained the sta-
tus of Australia’s best-known composer until his death in 2014. Antill and Dean’s creations
are now rarely performed, even if Corroboree is almost universally recognized as a founda-
tional moment in Australian art music.55 However, the musical forms toured with the
Aboriginal Theatre continue to enjoy a vibrant performance practice today, at least in their
home communities (see Figure 3).

Hannan who transcribed the melody used by Sculthorpe. A. P. Elkin, ‘Arnhem Land Music (Part 3)’, Oceania 25/4

(1955), 331. A. P. Elkin, ‘Maraian at Mainoru, 1949: I. Description’, Oceania 31/4 (1961), 284; Michael Hannan,

‘Scoring Essington: Composition, Comprovisation, Collaboration’, Screen Sound 2 (2011), 51.

52 Loam’s arrangements (also performed in Beth Dean’s touring shows) were based on songs collected and notated by Dr

H. O. Lethbridge in and around Maranoa, Queensland in his years of living there and touring the countryside as a

regional doctor. H. O. Lethbridge and Arthur S. Loam, Australian Aboriginal Songs: Melodies, Rhythm and Words

Truly and Authentically Aboriginal (Melbourne: Allan, 1937).

53 Catherine J. Ellis. ‘Creating with Traditions’. Sounds Australian 30 (1991), 14. See also my ‘Indigenising Australian

Music: Authenticity and Appropriation in Touring 1950s Art Songs’, Postcolonial Studies (forthcoming 2019).

54 In the last decade and a half, several collaborations between non-Indigenous composers and Aboriginal and Torres

Strait Islander composer-performers have begun to be featured on mainstream stages. See, for example, the collabo-

ration between Paul Stanhope, Steve Hawke and the Yilimbirri Ensemble from Bunuba community in the Kimberley in

Paul Stanhope and Steve Hawke, ‘Jandamarra – Sing for the Country’,, Australian Music Centre, 2014, www.

australianmusiccentre.com.au/work/stanhope-paul-jandamarra-sing-for-the-country; Iain Grandage, ‘Journeys with

Spinifex’, Sounds Australian 68 (2006); and William Barton’s collaborations with Peter Sculthorpe, Matthew

Hindson and Liza Lim, ‘William Barton’, Australian Music Centre, www.australianmusiccentre.com.au/artist/

barton-william (accessed 16 December 2017).

55 Antill’s 1946 ballet Corroboree holds a central place in Australian music history as the first major orchestral compo-

sition to enter the standard repertoire and as a work engaging with a unique Australian culture. See, for example, James

Murdoch, Australia’s Contemporary Composers (Melbourne: Sun Books, 1972), 11; Covell, Australia’s Music, 70.
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Anne Boyd, Michael Hannan and, more recently, Jonathon Paget have addressed some of
the ethical questions raised by the tying of Sculthorpe’s compositional voice to an Australian
sound characterized by use of melodies from recordings of Aboriginal song, titles and narra-
tives drawn from Aboriginal traditions, and nature-imitating instrumental effects. And in the
final two decades of his life, Sculthorpe himself responded to critics in several media inter-
views, and by changing his composition practice. However, in spite of the repeated attempts
at intervention from a number of ethnomusicologists, Aboriginal people and others,
Australian musicology has not reckoned with its role in the power structures of settler colo-
nialism in which it is embedded.
Sculthorpe’s response to the ethical questions raised by his use of Aboriginal melodies in

the ‘sensitive cultural climate . . . in which the appropriation of any Indigenous material is
regarded as something of a transgression’ was to assert that ‘with one exception, there is
no direct borrowing in my work. The small number of chants to which I refer, are always
transformed in one way or another.’57 Making changes to his practice, he also formed an
ongoing collaborative relationship with didjeridu virtuoso William Barton, allowing Barton
considerable compositional license in new works such as his 2004 Requiem.

Figure 3 (Colour online) Wangga Singers at Kanamkek Yile Ngala Museum, Frank Artu Dumoo playing
didjeridu (second from left) with (L–R) Ambrose Piarlun, Maurice Ngulkur, John Dumoo, Thomas
Kungiung and Les Kundjil.56 Photographer Mark Crocombe, c. 1990, with permission from Wadeye
community.

56 I am grateful to Linda Barwick for sharing this image, and helping to identify those depicted.

57 Peter Sculthorpe, ‘Ethical Issues in My Music’, Living Ethics 67/Autumn (2007).
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Works by Boyd, Hannan, and Paget have largely landed on the side of apologism for the
appropriative work of Sculthorpe and his colleagues. Hannan focused on whether the melo-
dies appropriated were recognizable in their new form, an approach that confines the ethics of
this representation to the narrow terms of copyright law where recognizable similarity
between the works is construed as an infringement of rights.58 Boyd has tended to character-
ize cultural appropriation as a natural tendency for creative artists to draw on the richness of
cultural materials available, or in her words: ‘The meshing of cultures is an inevitable conse-
quence of positioning intellectual property in cyber-space.’59 Paget has suggested that though
Sculthorpe could be argued to have ‘subtly benefited’ from the prestige conveyed by his claim
to Indigenous representation, his ‘true legacy’may be found in the celebration of Indigenous
cultures.60

Conclusion
Australian art music has been largely unreflective on the roots of its cultural hegemony. The
narrow definitions of misappropriation of melodic material captured in the thinking of these
recent analyses does not consider the historical forces of the ‘continuing usurpation of indig-
enous space’ for which Wolfe has persuasively argued.61 In spite of its ties to Europe,
‘Australianist’ art music emerged from the settler colonial nation of Australia, a country
that has violently and brutally dispossessed Aboriginal people of land, stolen children from
families and communities, destroyed language practices and punished people for attempting
to continue performing culture. Aboriginal people have responded to these destructive efforts
in inventive ways and their remarkable resilience means that ties to country, language, music
and culture are now being revitalized, languages are being woken up, and painstaking work is
reconstructing cultural practices and kinship ties. The arts world in its nurturing of creativity,
culture and social connectedness may feel very distant from these histories of violence, but
Australian musicology has not yet reckoned with these origins.
The examples given here have demonstrated that Australian art music has been associated

not just in a vague sense with the settler colonial project of silencing and erasure that Patrick
Wolfe and Lorenzo Veracini have shown to be a structural characteristic of settler colonial
nations, but rather Australian art music composers have been the direct beneficiaries of

58 See Hannan, ‘Scoring Essington’, 52.

59 Anne Boyd, ‘Writing theWrongs? AComposer Reflects’, Sounds Australian 67 (2006), 23. Boyd has also suggested that

for composers of Antill’s generation, appropriation ‘would not have been considered problematic’. ‘“To Didj or Not to

Didj”: Exploring Indigenous Representation in Australian Music Theatre Works by Margaret Sutherland and Andrew

Schultz’, in Opera Indigene: Re/Presenting First Nations and Indigenous Cultures, ed. Pamela Karantonis and Dylan

Robinson (Surrey: Ashgate, 2011). 105.

60 Jonathan Paget, ‘Has Sculthorpe Misappropriated Indigenous Melodies?’, Musicology Australia 35/1 (2013), 109.

61 PatrickWolfe, Settler Colonialism and the Transformation of Anthropology: The Politics and Poetics of an Ethnographic

Event (London and New York: Cassell, 1999), 3. I have argued elsewhere for a more holistic consideration of the pres-

tige exploited by representation, rather than appropriation, as has Steven Knopoff. See Steven Knopoff, ‘Cross-Cultural

Appropriation: A Musicologist’s Perspective’, Sounds Australian 67 (2006); Amanda Harris. ‘Hearing Aboriginal

Music Making in Non-Indigenous Accounts of the Bush from the Mid-20th Century’, in Circulating Cultures:

Exchanges of Australian Indigenous Music, Dance andMedia, ed. Amanda Harris. Canberra: ANU Press, 2014. 73–97.
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systemic moves to claim the right to represent Aboriginal culture, and have filled the silence
created by the denial of this right to Aboriginal musicians. In demonstrating this, I suggest
that in order to truly reckon with its past, Australian art music needs to historicize and con-
textualize its current practices and the privilege on which they are built.62
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